A leading company in KSA is seeking to recruit the following: Professional Database Administrator (DBA)
Monday, 13 January 2020 10:37

ﻣﻌﺘﻤدوﻦ ﻟاﻨﺠاﺰ ﺗأﺸﻴراﺖ اﻠﻌﻤﻞ وﺘﺼدﻴﻖ اﻠﺸﻬاداﺖ ﻟﻘﻨﺼﻠﻴﺔ اﻠﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻠﻌرﺒﻴﺔ اﻠﺴﻌودﻴﺔ

JOB

VACANCY

ﻳرﺠﻰ اﻠاﺒﻠاﻎ ﺑاﻨﻚ ﻗرأﺖ اﻠاﻌﻠاﻦ ﻋﻦ ﻃرﻴﻖ ﻣوﻘﻊ ﺷرﻜﺔ اﻠﻬدﻒ ﻟﻠﺘوﻈﻴﻒ

A leading company in KSA is seeking to recruit the following

Professional Database Administrator (DBA) ﻣاﻴﻜروﺴوﻔﺖ ﺑﻴاﻨاﺖ ﻗاﻌدﺔ ﻣدﻴﺮ

Job Description:

We are looking for a Professional SQL Server database administrator (DBA) will be responsible for the im
Also will be involved in the planning and development of the database, as well as in troubleshooting any

In this role, you will keeping an eye on databases and ensuring operational readiness (security, health a

Qualifications:
-

BS degree in a computer discipline or relevant certification
5+ years MS SQL Server Administration experience required.
Experience with configure and maintain database servers.
Experience with Performance Tuning and Optimization (PTO), using native monitoring and troubles
Hands-on experience with database standards and end user applications.
Excellent knowledge of data backup, recovery, security, integrity and SQL.
Knowledge of High Availability (HA) and Disaster Recovery (DR) options for SQL Server.
Familiarity with database design, documentation and coding.
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-

Ability to multi-task and context-switch effectively between different activities and teams.
Problem solving skills and ability to think algorithmically.
Familiarity with programming languages API.
Strong communication skills.

Responsibilities
-

Configure and maintain database servers and processes
Monitoring of system health and performance, to ensure high levels of performance, availability, an
Building high available and quality DB Design.
Sustaining the security and integrity of data.
Minimize database downtime and manage parameters to provide fast query responses.
Refine the physical design to meet system storage requirements.
Develop, manage and test back-up and recovery plans.
Manage the security and disaster recovery aspects of a database.
Familiar with daily DB operational work.
Determine, enforce and document database policies, procedures and standards.
Refine the logical design so that it can be translated into a specific data model.
Assisting in database design.
Assist developers with complex query tuning and schema refinement.
Setting up and testing new database and data handling systems.
Creating complex query definitions that allow data to be extracted.

Application Developer ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘاﺖ ﻣﻄوﺮ

Xamrin developer specs:

Roles & Responsibilities:
-

Deliver fully functional, cross platform and well tested mobile application developed according to qu
Analyze Design, Implement and Integrate functional requirements in new/existing solutions.
Working closely withÂ team members to achieve project & organizational objectives.
Producing detailed specifications and writing the program codes that performs efficiently.
Testing the product in controlled, real situations before going live.
Deliver fully tested source code complying with code quality standards.
Maintaining the systems once they are up and running.
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-

Working within a Team to determine needs and applying / customizing existing technology to meet

Required Skills
-

3+ Years of hands-on experience in design, developing and deliveringÂ cross platform Xamarin.An
2+ years of hands-on experience in design mobile back-end services web API.
Strong knowledge in C#.net and SQL Server Database with Entity Framework.
Strong knowledge of MVC Web API’s.
Experience in designing and developing custom controls for Android, Windows and iOS.
Solid foundation in data structures, algorithms, and object orientation design.
Capabilities to write and execute unit test cases.
Independent researching, solution finding, analysis and problem solving skills and capabilities.
Knowledge on Agile and Scrum approach is must.
Should have a strong knowledge of OOPS and intermediate knowledge of front-end GUI design an
Must be a team player and self-starter with ability to communicate clearly with clients and team-em
Experience with mobile application deployment.

If you are interested please send your resume to

Eng@targetjo.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ﻣﻠاﺤﻈﺔ ﻫاﻤﺔ

ﻠﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻠاردﻦ

ﻧﻨﺸرﻬﺎ ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗردﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻠﺸرﻜاﺖ اﻠﻤﻌﻠﻨﺔ اﻮ ﻣﻦ اﻠﻤواﻘﻊ اﻠاﺨﺒارﻴﺔ دوﻦ ﺗﺤﻤﻞ اﻰ ﻣﺴؤوﻠﻴﺔ

(ﺎ ﺑاوﻞ ﻳرﺠﻰ ﻣراﺠﻌﺔ ﻣوﻘﻌﻨﺎ ﻛﻞ ﻧﺼﻒ ﺳاﻌﺔ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻳﺘﻢ ﺗﺤدﻴﺚ اﻠاﻌﻠاﻨاﺖ وﺒﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﻛﻞ ﻧﺼﻒ ﺳاﻌﺔ
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TARGETJO

ادﻌوﺎ اﺼدﻘاﺌﻚ ﻟﻠاﺸﺘراﻚ ﻣﻌﻨﺎ ﻟﺘﺼﻞ ﺟﻤﻴﻊ اﻌﻠاﻨاﺖ اﻠﺘوﻈﻴﻒ اﻠﻰ ﺑرﻴدﻜﻢ اﻠاﻠﻜﺘروﻨﻰ ﻣﺒاﺸرﺔ
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